The recent development of the Galileo space segment and the accompanying support of the International GNSS Service (IGS) allows for worldwide Galileo-only positioning. In this study, different techniques of dual-frequency absolute positioning using the fully serviceable Galileo constellation are evaluated for the first time and compared to the performance of GPS positioning. The daily static positioning based on the broadcast ephemeris using Galileo pseudoranges is significantly more accurate than the corresponding GPS solutions, obtaining the accuracy of a few decimeters. In the kinematic mode, the accuracy is better than 10 m and 20 m for the horizontal and vertical components, respectively, which is comparable to that of GPS. Precise absolute positioning using pseudorange and carrier phase Galileo observations combined with IGS Real-Time Service (RTS) or Multi-GNSS Experiment products is not yet as good as the corresponding GPS solutions. In the static mode, the root mean squared error (RMSE) between estimated and reference coordinates does not exceed 0.05 m and 0.06 m for the horizontal and vertical components, respectively. In the kinematic mode, the respective accuracies are better than 0.17 m and 0.21 m. Moreover, we show that both GPS and Galileo pseudorange solutions benefit from the RTS when compared to the broadcast solutions with the improvement in the accuracy between 10 and 59%. Remarkable results are achieved for Galileo Precise Point Positioning (PPP) solutions based on the broadcast ephemeris. In the static mode, the RMSE is 0.07 and 0.10 m for the horizontal and vertical components which is three and two times better, respectively, then the corresponding solutions based on GPS.
Introduction
The original idea of the GNSS was to determine an instantaneous position for navigation based on pseudorange observations and broadcast ephemeris delivered by at least 4 satellites (Parkinson and Axelrad 1988) . This basic method, called Standard Point Positioning (SPP), allows for obtaining coordinates using one epoch of observations with the accuracy of several meters (Satirapod et al. 2001; Cai et al. 2014a ). Single-frequency instantaneous SPP solution neglecting ionosphere delay can reach 4.5 m and 7 m accuracy for GPS-only and BeiDou-only, respectively (Odolinski et al. 2014) . Single-epoch Galileo SPP solutions neglecting ionosphere delay achieve 6.6 m positioning accuracy in 3D and about 3 m accuracy when the influence of ionosphere is eliminated by models (Angrisano et al. 2013) . The very initial SPP tests for four IOV Galileo and GPS satellites achieve an accuracy of about 2.5 m, which corresponded to a 10% improvement when compared to GPS-only SPP solution (Cai et al. 2014b ). The use of precise orbit and clock products from the International GNSS Service (IGS) and averaging static dual-frequency SPP solutions over 24 h a gives accuracy at the 1-m level for all components (Satirapod et al. 2001) . Nevertheless, the accuracy of both, the instantaneous and the static SPP, is insufficient for many applications.
Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) is a method attempting to satisfy high precision positioning. A reference station or a reference network provides real-time corrections which, however, is expensive to establish and maintain. The accuracy of GPS-only, Galileo-only and GPS + Galileo RTK solution baselines up to 99 km is better than 1 cm (Paziewski and Wielgosz 2014) .
Trying to overcome network dependence, the concept of Precise Point Positioning (PPP) was introduced (Malys and Jensen 1990; Zumberge et al. 1997) . Several centimeters accuracy results in the post-processing mode of this technique were proven by many researchers (Cai et al. 2015; Fu et al. 2019) . Recently developed algorithms for ambiguity fixing allowed increasing the positioning accuracy to the level of several millimeters (Liu et al. 2019 ).
The precise multi-GNSS positioning requires products that support newly established systems. Thanks to the Multi-GNSS Experiment (MGEX, Montenbruck et al. 2017) , the GNSS community can explore multi-constellation solutions. However, the latency of MGEX products does not meet the requirements of real-time precise GNSS applications. Therefore, the IGS established the Real-Time Service (RTS), which provides combined corrections for GPS and GLONASS. Moreover, Centre National d'Études Spatiales (CNES) Analysis Center supports all available GNSS. Therefore, using a receiver capable of tracking carrier phase measurements multi-GNSS PPP can be obtained in real-time mode, i.e., using broadcast ephemeris with or without RTS corrections, as well as in post-processing mode, e.g., using final products.
Although there is much research describing different approaches of multi-GNSS positioning, there has been little research and no up-to-date results for Galileo-only positioning, primarily due to insufficient number of usable Galileo satellites. The current large number of usable Galileo satellites and the availability of supporting products finally allow us to perform Galileo-only positioning using SPP and PPP techniques, both in real-time and post-processing mode.
The main goal of this study is to assess the performance of pseudorange and carrier phase dual-frequency static and kinematic positioning, thus fulfilling the existing gap in the evaluation of Galileo-only absolute positioning. The accuracy of the Galileo broadcast ephemeris is about 20 cm, which is three times better than that of GPS (Montenbruck et al. 2018 ). This creates new potential opportunities of PPP solutions that do not require any further corrections. Hence, we present results of pseudorange positioning supported by RTS corrections and PPP solutions based on the broadcast ephemeris instead of precise orbit and clock products. We compare Galileo-only solutions with GPS-only solutions.
Galileo status
The Galileo constellation consists of Medium-Earth Orbiters (MEO) distributed among 3 orbital planes. Each orbital plane named A, B and C nominally should be occupied by 8 operational pieces of spacecraft in circular orbits (Píriz et al. 2005) . The first spacecraft of the current Galileo constellation was launched at the end of 2011. After a very slow orbit populating, the last 2 years brought significant progress. During each of three launches, four new satellites were simultaneously moved to the orbit by Ariane 5 (Chatre and Verhoef 2018) . The initial expectation was that all the Galileo satellites would take their final orbital position by the end of October 2018 and enter into service in early 2019. On February 11, 2019, the newest four satellites E11, E13, E15, and E33 were announced healthy and are currently in the operational use (URL: https ://www.gsa.europ a.eu/ newsr oom/news/lates t-batch -galil eo-satel lites -enter s-servi ce). Although during the test period these 4 satellites were still under commissioning status, they were broadcasting ephemeris data.
The first pair of the FOC satellites (E14, E18) missed their target and are in elliptical orbits (Delva et al. 2015) . The E14 and E18 have abnormal eccentricity, the deviation of the semimajor axis from the nominal value equal to 0.16 and 1620 km, respectively. Therefore, almanacs for E14 and E18 are not broadcast, because these two orbital parameters do not fit in the range of values foreseen in the Galileo Interface Control Document .
Additionally, two other satellites, E20 and E22, are unserviceable. The first one transmits a single-frequency signal and the latter has been removed from the active service for constellation management purposes. Therefore, the present Galileo constellation consists of 22 properly functioning satellites, 2 testing satellites on improper orbits, and 2 unserviceable satellites ( Fig. 1 ). Further launches are needed in order to place In order to use satellites in positioning applications, it is necessary to receive their broadcast ephemeris. However, it is necessary to use orbits and clocks with corrections that are provided to the user with minimum latency to increase the real-time positioning quality. Such corrections are available in the predicted part of the IGS ultra-rapid products (Elsobeiey and Al-Harbi 2016) or in real-time corrections, which are provided in CLK93 stream (Loyer et al. 2012) . Although broadcast ephemerides are available for 24 Galileo satellites, the real-time corrections are available only for 18. This is because there are still no real-time orbit and clock corrections for the newest four satellites.
Satellite availability and PDOP
We used Galileo broadcast ephemeris and calculated Galileo satellite positions every 5 min from January 1 to 7, 2019, according to the Galileo Interface Control Document (European Space Agency 2010). Corresponding calculations were done for GPS. The surface of the earth was subdivided with a 1° × 1° grid with zero altitudes, and for the cell midpoints we computed the elevations of the satellites. Then, for several elevation masks and assuming no obstructions in view, we calculated the number of visible satellites each epoch and the corresponding position dilution of precision (PDOP) parameter. This allowed us to determine the minimum number of satellites and the average PDOP for each grid cell globally. For global averaging, we used an area-weighted mean, in order to account for a different area of a grid cell.
We applied a PDOP threshold of 20 and skipped epochs when fewer than four satellites were in view, assuming the constellation geometry meeting these conditions was insufficient for reliable positioning. Therefore, we also provide the percentage of epochs with insufficient geometry, with at least four and five satellites in view. The percentage of epochs with PDOP ≤ 6 is also given, as this threshold value is used in GPS PDOP analysis (Kaplan and Hegarty 2017) .
During the test week, at least four Galileo satellites were visible above 10° elevation mask almost everywhere and anytime. Fewer satellites were visible only at some individual epochs and spots, mainly along the 15°N and 15°S latitudes (Fig. 2 , bottom left). At least six satellites were permanently in view above the equator and around the poles. If the elevation mask was lowered to 5°, then at least five satellites were in view anywhere at anytime. For some regions around the equator and the poles, at least seven satellites were permanently in view (Fig. 2 , bottom central). For GPS, usually two more satellites were in view than for Galileo, reaching up to 9 satellites around the equator and the poles for the elevation mask of 5° (Fig. 2 , top left and top central). The global variability of average PDOP has also a longitudinal character. For the elevation mask of 5°, the average PDOP for GPS was usually lower than 2.0, except pole regions with average PDOP reaching 2.8 (Fig. 2 , top right). For Galileo, the average PDOP varies from 2.1 to 3.0, except for polar regions with average PDOP reaching 3.8 (Fig. 2, bottom right) . Figure 3 presents satellite visibility for different elevation angles. It is worth noting that the maximum number of 14 visible Galileo satellites was found at some spots near Antarctica. A minimum of three and five satellites was always visible when the elevation mask was not higher than 10° and 5°, respectively. The average number of visible Galileo satellites for the elevation mask of 0° was 9.5 and decreased to 4.3 for the elevation mask of 30°. For GPS the average number of visible satellites was larger by 1.1 and 2.8, for elevation mask of 30° and 0°, respectively. At least four and five Galileo satellites were visible in more than 98% of cases for elevation mask of 20° and 10°, respectively. For GPS at least four and five satellites were visible in more than 99% of cases for the elevation mask of 25 and 20, respectively. Therefore, GPS positioning in urban-canyons should still outperform Galileo positioning.
For GPS, the global PDOP of 6 or less for the elevation mask of 5° was available at least 99.8% of the time, which is above the GPS target performance metrics (https ://www.gps.gov/syste ms/gps/perfo rmanc e/). For Galileo, this metric was equal to 97.2%. Therefore, when compared to GPS, the performance of Galileo is still slightly worse. However, in 2017 the average Galileo-only PDOP with 10° elevation mask ranged from 6.0 to 8.2 (Pan et al. 2017 ), so the current average PDOP of 3.9 is almost twice as good. Figure 4 shows that average PDOP for Galileo was slightly larger than that for GPS for elevation masks up to 25°. Although we noticed a contrary effect for higher elevation masks, we attribute this to the increased number of epochs with insufficient Galileo geometry, i.e., 66% of epochs with fewer than four satellites in view and 60% of epochs with PDOP > 20. PDOP > 20 never occurred for Galileo and GPS when elevation mask was equal 5° and 10°, respectively.
Methodology of Galileo-only positioning
In the following subsections, the dual-frequency functional model for Galileo-only positioning is introduced. Details on the processing strategy are provided, and the selection of positioning variants is justified.
Functional model
We process dual-frequency data using the undifferenced and uncombined functional mode (Schönemann 2014) , which includes multi-frequency pseudorange (code) C and carrier phase L observations, without forming any linear combinations:
with where i is the number of the frequency f ; s identifies a satellite; c is the speed of the light in vacuum; 0 is the geometric distance between the position of the satellite antenna phase center (X s , Y s , Z s ) and the a priori position of the user antenna phase center X r , Y r , Z r ; t r and t s are receiver and satellite clock offsets, respectively; b C and b L are signal modulation dependent pseudorange and carrier phase satellite biases, respectively; e is the direction vector; X is the position correction vector; m is the mapping function which maps residual troposphere zenith wet delay T Z into the slant delay toward the satellite; i is a frequency-dependent ionosphere scaling factor; I is the slant ionosphere delay; is the wavelength of the corresponding carrier; N is an integer carrier phase ambiguity. The undifferenced and uncombined functional model allows for multi-frequency data processing, the inclusion of ionosphere corrections (Banville et al. 2014) , and efficient phase ambiguity resolution at the user (Shi and Gao 2014) . However, this research is limited to a dual-frequency case, because of the missing receiver antenna phase center offset (PCO) and variation (PCV) model for Galileo E5b and E6 frequencies. For E1 and E5a frequencies, we adopted PCO and PCV models for L1 and L5 GPS frequencies, respectively, due to the common frequency bands. Because of the limited quality of real-time ionospheric models (Nie et al. 2018) , which significantly affects the positioning accuracy, we considered neither a single-frequency positioning nor did we impose ionosphere constraints. Finally, we did not perform a real-time carrier phase ambiguity resolution, which is still a challenging task even for GPS (Laurichesse and National 2011) .
Processing variants and strategy
We used E1 and E5a Galileo observations collected from January 1 to 7, 2019 and stored in RINEX 3.03 files from 20 IGS stations distributed worldwide (Fig. 5) . We further used IGS Real-Time Service (RTS, http://www.igs.org/ rts) as a source of real-time broadcast ephemeris (RTC-M3EPH stream), real-time orbit and clock corrections, and observation specific code and phase biases (CLK93 stream). These products were recorded using BKG Ntrip Client v 2.12 (BNC) in ASCII files. The processing was done in the GNSS-WARP software (Hadas 2015) in the simulated real-time mode, which fully reflects true realtime conditions. The software allowed us to process the same dataset in ten different variants (Table 1) . They are combinations of static and kinematic mode, pseudorangeonly or pseudorange with carrier phase processing, application of broadcast ephemeris (BRDC), RTS products or final MGEX products. Moreover, in order to compare Galileo-only with GPS-only positioning performance, we reproduce all ten processing variants using GPS observation on L1 and L2 frequencies.
In case of pseudorange-only positioning, the functional model is based on (1); however, the residual troposphere zenith wet delay term T Z was removed, so that T Z was not estimated. For n satellites in view, it was possible to form 2n observation equations in each epoch, while 4 + n parameters were estimated: three coordinates, one receiver clock offset and n slant ionospheric delays I s . Therefore, at least 4 satellites were required to obtain a solution. In case of pseudorange and carrier phase positioning the 4n equations were formed, but additional 2n carrier phase ambiguities N s i and one T Z had to be estimated, so at least 5 satellites in view were required.
In the static mode, coordinates and their estimated standard deviations (STD) were propagated (by means of epoch-wise least squares adjustment) from one epoch to another. In the kinematic mode, STDs of coordinates were reset every epoch to 100 m. We calculated broadcast orbits and clocks using the Galileo Integrity Navigation Message (I/NAV) because real-time corrections are referred to the I/NAV ephemeris (RTCM 2011). Real-time precise orbit and clock corrections were applied following the algorithm described in Hadas and Bosy (2015) , taking into account the matching of Issue of Data (IOD) parameter (Kazmierski et al. 2018) . For the post-processing mode, we used MGEX orbits and clock products provided by the CODE analysis center. In the latter case, we also applied the satellite PCO and PCV corrections, because final products are referred to the satellite center of mass. For other cases, satellite PCO and PCV were not applied because the broadcast orbits and real-time CNES products are referred to the satellite antenna phase center (Montenbruck et al. 2015; Kazmierski et al. 2018) . Code and carrier phase satellite biases were applied only together with precise orbit and clock corrections, i.e., those from RTS or MGEX. We assumed that variants based on broadcast ephemeris were "offline", i.e., no external corrections were provided. More details on the processing strategy can be found in Table 2 .
Fig. 5 Location of test stations

Galileo-only static positioning
The comparison of a coordinate time series obtained in the static mode with all processing variants is presented in Fig. 6 . As expected, PPPs solutions perform significantly better than SPPs solutions, especially for the Up component and when taking into account the convergence time. Nevertheless, in all variants, except for SPPs + BRDC, the horizontal coordinates converge below the level of 0.1 m after half of a day. Moreover, remarkably accurate results are obtained in PPPs + BRDC, with the convergence time comparable to the PPPs + RTS solution, but still longer than in the PPPs + MGEX solution.
The accuracy of all daily static coordinates obtained with Galileo-only pseudorange positioning is illustrated in Fig. 7 . Overall, the repeatability of SSPs + RTS solutions is better than of SPPs + BRDC solutions, especially for the East component. Although we notice station-specific offsets, the average bias is close to zero for both solutions in North and East components. For the Up component, both solutions are biased by about 0.25 m, which can be attributed to the mismodeling of the tropospheric delay. In general, the accuracy better than 0.3 m and 1.0 m is obtained from SPPs + BRDC for the horizontal and vertical components, respectively. Application of RTS products improves the accuracy by 37% and 16%, respectively. Figure 8 shows the accuracy of all daily static positions obtained using Galileo-only pseudorange and carrier phase positioning. The use of MGEX and RTS products result in the most accurate coordinates at the level of a few centimeters for horizontal components and the sub-decimeter level for the vertical component. The PPPs + BRDC solution is not that accurate, but still, a level of 0.1 m and 0.2 m is usually achieved for the horizontal and vertical components, respectively. We notice significantly worse performance for station MKEA, because of several long periods with an insufficient number of tracked satellites during the time of the experiment.
Galileo-only kinematic positioning
The comparison of the coordinate time series obtained in the kinematic mode with all processing variants is illustrated in Fig. 9 . Pseudorange-only solutions are characterized by a significant degradation of accuracy compared to PPPk solutions, while the latter ones are very consistent with each other. This is also reflected by the distribution of coordinate STDs, as presented in Fig. 10 . Although SPPk variants are obtained for over 80% of solutions, less than 50% of them have STDs below 0.5 m and 1.0 m for the horizontal and vertical components, respectively. The availability of PPPk solutions varies from 59 to 67%. In the cases of PPPk + BRDC and PPPk + RTS, more than half of the obtained solutions are characterized by a STD of horizontal components below 0.1 m, while the STD of the vertical component is twice as large. Please note that these results include also initialization periods, i.e., outlier screening was not applied. The advantage of using RTS is observed for the vertical component. However, in general, there are fewer PPPk + RTS solutions than PPPk + BRDC solutions, due to the missing real-time corrections for the newest four Galileo satellites. The best performance is noticed for the PPPk + MGEX case. The availability of solutions is the same as in the PPPk + BRDC case, but the distribution of STDs is better than for the other two PPPk solutions. The accuracy of kinematic coordinates from SPPk variants is shown in Fig. 11 . In order to remove results from the initialization period, solutions with STDs of horizontal coordinates exceeding 1.0 m were removed from this analysis. North and East coordinate differences are within the range of 10 m, with the standard deviation below 0.7 m. For the vertical component, the accuracy is lower by the factor of 2. Similarly to the static mode, we observe station-specific offsets, related to the mismodeling of the tropospheric delay. The benefit of using RTS corrections is very limited.
The accuracy of PPPk positioning is shown in Fig. 12 . A threshold equal to 0.2 m of the STD of horizontal coordinates was applied in order to remove solutions during 
Galileo-only versus GPS-only positioning
The overall comparison of GPS-only positioning accuracy with Galileo-only positioning accuracy, which was obtained using a dual-frequency daily static solution, is presented in Table 3 . GPS-only PPP is still more accurate than Galileoonly PPP, both using RTS corrections and final products, which is due to the higher quality of satellite and clock products for GPS than for Galileo. On the other hand, a subdecimeter accuracy in both horizontal and vertical components is achieved with Galileo-only PPPs + BRDC, which is superior to GPS-only solution (Fig. 13, left panel) . The horizontal accuracy of Galileo-only solution is three times better than that of GPS-only solution, and the improvement in vertical component reaches 47%. We attribute this to the high quality of Galileo broadcast orbits and clock offsets, which are ensured by frequent updates of Galileo ephemeris (Montenbruck et al. 2015) . Moreover, due to the high precision of Galileo E1/E5 pseudoranges (Colomina et al. 2012) , Galileo-only SPPs + BRDC is more accurate than GPS-only solution (Fig. 13, left panel) . The improvement reaches 49% and 38% for the horizontal and vertical component, respectively. When the RTS products are included in the SPP, the improvement is limited to 23% and 13%, respectively. This is because RTS products for Galileo are still less accurate than GPS products (Kazmierski et al. 2018 ).
In the kinematic mode (Table 4) , the performance of PPPk + MGEX solutions is comparable for GPS and Galileo. SPPk + BRDC for Galileo is more accurate by about 20% than for GPS ( Fig. 13, right panel) . GPS benefits from the RTS service; therefore, SPPk + RTS is more accurate by 27% than SPPk + BRDC and GPS PPPk + RTS is twice more accurate than the corresponding Galileo solution. In the PPPk + BRDC mode, the improvement of 15% and 4% is obtained with Galileo when compared to GPS, for the horizontal and vertical components, respectively (Fig. 13,  right panel) . For Galileo, the performance of PPPk + RTS and PPPk + MGEX is very similar. Surprisingly, for GPS the horizontal and vertical accuracy of PPPk + RTS is significantly better than that for PPPk + MGEX. This effect has been confirmed with an independent solution using RTKLib 2.4.2 software (Takasu and Yasuda 2009) . We suppose this is caused by the long interval of MGEX clocks; therefore, a kinematic solution is contaminated by the linear interpolation of the satellite clock product.
Conclusions
Due to the rapid development of the Galileo space segment over last years and the accompanying support of the IGS, Galileo-only absolute positioning became available worldwide. The number of visible Galileo satellites is usually smaller by 1 to 3 compared to GPS. Although there are still two empty slots in the constellation, the global average PDOP is almost as good as that of GPS. In this study, a comprehensive evaluation of dual-frequency absolute positioning using the fully serviceable Galileo constellation was presented for the first time and compared to the performance of GPS positioning. Pseudorange-only results, as well as pseudorange and carrier phase results in real-time and post-processing modes, were evaluated. We have demonstrated that static positioning using Galileo pseudoranges leads to an accuracy of a few decimeters and sub-meters for the horizontal and vertical components, respectively. In the kinematic case, the accuracy is better than 10 m for horizontal coordinates and better than 20 m in the vertical component. The Galileo static solutions based on broadcast ephemeris were superior to GPS results obtained using a corresponding strategy. Moreover, we noticed that pseudorange solutions using GPS and Galileo benefited from RTS products. The improvement varies from 10% for horizontal and vertical components in Galileo kinematic positioning up to 59% for the horizontal components obtained in static GPS positioning.
Precise absolute positioning using pseudorange and carrier phase Galileo observations combined with RTS or MGEX products are not yet as good as the corresponding GPS solutions. In the static mode, the RMSE between estimated and reference coordinates does not exceed 0.05 m and 0.06 m for horizontal and vertical component, respectively. In the kinematic mode, the respective accuracies are better than 0.17 m and 0.21 m. Remarkable results were achieved for Galileo PPP solutions based on the broadcast ephemeris. In the static mode, the RMSE of 0.07 m was achieved for the horizontal components and the RMSE of 0.10 m for the vertical component. This is superior to the corresponding GPS solutions by the factor of 3 and 2, respectively. In the kinematic mode, the Galileo horizontal and vertical components are better by 15% and 4% compared to those based on GPS.
The reduced Galileo pseudorange observation noise, great performance of onboard atomic clocks, and the corresponding high accuracy of Galileo broadcast ephemeris already allow us to obtain navigation solutions superior to these from GPS. However, further improvement in the quality of final and real-time products for Galileo is required. It should be expected that Galileo precise autonomous positioning will outperform GPS positioning when Galileo products reach the accuracy of GPS products and the Galileo constellation is finally completed.
